Note Taking Strategies

5 Best Methods of Note Taking

Video Length: 6:39

Video Description: This video is going to provide step by step note taking tips that can help you find the importance of note taking and the benefits.

1. Outline Method
2. Cornell Method
3. Mind Map Method
4. Flow Method
5. Write on the slides method

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AffuwyJZTQQ

Note Taking Skills for Beginners

Video Length: 4:05

Video Description: Note taking skill is a must in college but it also is a skill that will follow you right out of college. This video will give you the rundown on just how important note taking skills are. Listen as the video gives valid tips on becoming comfortable with taking notes in college.

1. Identify cue words
2. Highlight important words
3. Noted Meaning of New symbols

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xgt2UGM7GzU
The Best Note Taking Skills for College Students

7 Minute Read (Article)

In this article you will find information on different methods of note taking skills that you can put into practice now.